2002 jeep liberty speakers

Discussion in ' Electronics ' started by gcotterl , May 18, Log in or Sign up. Speakers to replace
factory speakers Discussion in ' Electronics ' started by gcotterl , May 18, May 18, at AM 1. The
speakers in the front and rear doors are shot so I need to replace them. Can you recommend
some brands and models of good replacement speakers? May 18, at PM 2. Kenwood in my
honest opinion. You'll have to drill some holes to replace the stock ones but no big deal. Just
make sure you get some foam or dynomat to put behind the speaker. I have a Sony Bluetooth
radio it's a Sony mex-nbt and goes well with those speakers. I tried Sony speakers and they
sucked. Kenwoods were definitely better. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. May 18, at PM 3.
What's the model-number of the Kenwood speakers you have? May 18, at PM 4. Last edited:
May 18, May 18, at PM 5. May 18, at PM 6. I'll be waiting for your comment. May 19, at AM 7. May
19, at PM 8. I already have it on my jeep soo May 19, at PM 9. Crutchfield says the Infinity
Reference cf speakers "Does not fit May 19, at PM Also though there's some minor wiring
involved to use the stock HU with the stock amps with aftermarket speakers. Have you looked at
the links I posted? If not please take the time to do so and don't make me feel like I wasted my
time replying you. Last edited: May 19, You didn't waste your time. I just bugs me when I get
contrary info from two sources. It's fairly straight forward. May 20, at PM I ordered the Infinity
Reference cf speakers for the front- and rear doors. I find it odd everyone says they are 6. I just
replaced my rears. I can take pics if you insist otherwise. Can you fit a 6. I have, uss2defiant
has, but they are more likely to be too small than a 6. I had to do mine in a rush missing speaker
but wish I had known to get a larger size when I purchased my Kenwoods. They and the single
Pioneer they replaced are a bit too small and require an adapter. Crutchfield is pretty good in
that they ignore the marketing and give the actual useful size approximation, so that the Infinity
Reference cf is actually listed at a 6. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' Electronics ' started by
HerronScott , Aug 14, Log in or Sign up. Infinity speaker replacement and amplifier mounting
Discussion in ' Electronics ' started by HerronScott , Aug 14, Aug 14, at PM 1. I just finished
replacing the original Infinity door speakers in my wife's Liberty Limited with Polk DBs speakers
and thought I would post how I handled the speaker connections and mounting the amplifier.
We started with the rear speakers since I figured those would be easier as I had read about the
amplifier mounted on the front ones. The rear speakers appeared to actually be in good shape
with foam surround intact. The new speakers came with a mounting adapter but unfortunately
the is an oddball on the speaker connector so there is no wiring adapter. Turns out the male
connector on the speaker just unclipped after I unsoldered the wires going to the speaker itself
see pictures. I then soldered a short length of the speaker cable that had the right connecters
for the new speaker to the Infinity connector and made my own adapter. Unfortunately I didn't
take a picture of the finished result for the rears. For the front speakers, the foam was shot on
both with nothing left so no wonder they sounded terrible. The amplifier is bolted to the speaker
and a hardwired cable goes from the amplifier to the speaker with the factory setup. The front
speakers don't use a plastic connector like the rear and the board is riveted to the speaker but I
was able to use a pair of needle nose pliers to get the lug on each side free by twisting after
unsoldering the wires going to the speaker. I again soldered a short length of speaker wire that
had the right connectors for the new speakers to these lugs and made short extension cables to
go from the amplifier to the speaker see picture. I just had to use electrical tape to cover the
lugs and connector on the amplifier side. Hopefully this helps someone else. Last edited: Aug
14, Aug 14, at PM 2. Here's the hardware I used to mount the amplifier. Aug 15, at AM 3. Aug 15,
at PM 4. Much clearer than what they replaced and no buzzing from the passenger side front.
For the price and the door placements, I'm happy with the sound using the factory unit and the
Infinity amps. I haven't decided yet if we need to do anything with the dash tweeters. I'll let my
wife drive it for a while and let me know what she thinks. Aug 15, at PM 5. I replaced my stock
speakers with a component set and the new tweeters in the dash made an enormous difference.
It took a little work getting them in there, but I'm glad I did it. Aug 15, at PM 6. My tweaters were
fine but getting to them isn't too bad. Aug 15, at PM 7. My problem was that I wanted to run all
new wires. Being component speakers, that meant fishing wires from the dash down to the
doors. It's doable, but there is a certain knack required. By the time I was getting the hang of it I
had both doors done. Aug 16, at AM 8. I ended up just re-foaming the Infinity front door speaker
with a re-foam kit I bought on Amazon. An easy fix and the speakers sound like new. Just an
option to replacement. Aug 16, at PM 9. I have always wondered how well that works. Good info!
Aug 16, at PM Aug 17, at PM Nov 25, at PM Looks good, but I question why two amps are really
needed Head unit is an amp, then you have another amp in the door. Most head units output
8ohms at enough watts to drive the speakers directly. I bypassed the door amplifiers on my
friends Jeep, here is the pinout if anyone else stumbles across this and would like to eliminate

the door amplifier and dash speakers Good to know Was looking recently for any 6. Last edited:
Nov 26, Nov 26, at AM I replaced both head unit and speakers, but first I did head unit and wired
amps. Next I replaced rear speakers and listened. Than I replace dash and front speakers
keeping amps and listened. Removing the amps made a nice improvement. Was curious about
that as well. If using an aftermarket HU, those amps are bottlenecking the power. Could they
have built in crossovers that help clean up the sound? Nov 27, at AM You must log in or sign up
to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion
in ' Electronics ' started by gcotterl , May 18, Log in or Sign up. Speakers to replace factory
speakers Discussion in ' Electronics ' started by gcotterl , May 18, May 18, at AM 1. The
speakers in the front and rear doors are shot so I need to replace them. Can you recommend
some brands and models of good replacement speakers? May 18, at PM 2. Kenwood in my
honest opinion. You'll have to drill some holes to replace the stock ones but no big deal. Just
make sure you get some foam or dynomat to put behind the speaker. I have a Sony Bluetooth
radio it's a Sony mex-nbt and goes well with those speakers. I tried Sony speakers and they
sucked. Kenwoods were definitely better. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. May 18, at PM 3.
What's the model-number of the Kenwood speakers you have? May 18, at PM 4. Last edited:
May 18, May 18, at PM 5. May 18, at PM 6. I'll be waiting for your comment. May 19, at AM 7. May
19, at PM 8. I already have it on my jeep soo May 19, at PM 9. Crutchfield says the Infinity
Reference cf speakers "Does not fit May 19, at PM Also though there's some minor wiring
involved to use the stock HU with the stock amps with aftermarket speakers. Have you looked at
the links I posted? If not please take the time to do so and don't make me feel like I wasted my
time replying you. Last edited: May 19, You didn't waste your time. I just bugs me when I get
contrary info from two sources. It's fairly straight forward. May 20, at PM I ordered the Infinity
Reference cf speakers for the front- and rear doors. I find it odd everyone says they are 6. I just
replaced my rears. I can take pics if you insist otherwise. Can you fit a 6. I have, uss2defiant
has, but they are more likely to be too small than a 6. I had to do mine in a rush missing speaker
but wish I had known to get a larger size when I purchased my Kenwoods. They and the single
Pioneer they replaced are a bit too small and require an adapter. Crutchfield is pretty good in
that they ignore the marketing and give the actual useful size approximation, so that the Infinity
Reference cf is actually listed at a 6. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? My girlfriend wants a upgraded speaker
system in her Jeep Liberty for Christmas. She is not looking for a box or anything of that
magnitude or at least not right now. My problem is shopping for speakers and amplifier. I don't
know the difference between 2 way, 3 way, component, loud, passive, or mono or multi channel
amplifier. Can u advise me on what to more or less put in there to at least make it sound better
for her. Her speaker dimensions are 6. It's a tool that tells you which speakers fit your car. It's
cool. If all she wants are basic speakers go with a two way speaker. That covers the high, mids
and some low. You don't have to have an amp if you don't want. It is nice for running better
speakers and you get a clearer sound at high volume. I would find a good local installation shop
to help you find what's right for her vehicle and to make sure it gets put in correctly. Also you
can get a good stereo that can allow her to use an MP3 player directly. I have a JVC and it has a
cable running off the back to connect my iPod directly for clear sound. Most have aux inputs as
well for other brands of MP3 players. Anonymous Visitor wrote: go to best buy. Best Buy sucks
and is overpriced. The only reason to go to BB is if you are extremely desperate and have
absolutely no other choice. Skip to main content. Grown Up Geek. Speakers for Jeep Liberty.
Quick reply. Last post. Anonymous Visitor. Re: Speakers for Jeep Liberty. I don't really know a
lot about it, but I've found this site very helpful. Crutchfield has a great tool for finding the right
speakers. Anonymous Visitor wrote:. Jeep libirty has amps mounted to speakers. If you're a
human, don't change the following field Enter your name Your first name. Your name. E-mail
The content of this field is kept private and will not be shown publicly. More information about
text formats. Web page addresses and e-mail addresses turn into links automatically. Lines and
paragraphs break automatically. You may quote other posts using [quote] tags. Notify me when
new comments are posted. All comments. Replies to my comment. Log in or Sign up. Trying to
replace speakers in Jeep Liberty? Nov 30, at PM 1. Messages: 6 Likes Received: 0 Joined: Nov
30, Hi Guys, I am trying to replace the front door speakers on my girl friends Jeep Liberty. It has
the infinity sound system and it has amps on each one of the speakers in the front doors. Can I
replace these with an aftermarket speaker while leaving the stock headunit and amps in? If so
how? I was going to mount the amps to the door frame and extend the wires to the speakers. A
few people told me that the speakers wouldn't work right without buying a head unit and runing
speaker wires to the doors. The stock speakers are a peice and I would rather go with

aftermarket speakers but my girlfriend wants to keep her stock head unit. Let me know if you
guys have any idea what to do or if this is even possible? Thanks for your help! Nov 30, at PM 2.
I would really rip all of the OEM stuff out and just replace with aftermarket wiring and all if it's
time for new speakers. To save yourself the trouble - send it to an audio shop and let them do
the labor You can not just replace the OEM speaker with an aftermarket unit if you have the
Infinty amp setup. Nov 30, at PM 3. Nov 30, at PM 4. KB is still very active here on the boards I
never even really thought about refoaming. Nov 30, at PM 5. Hey did someone call my name???
LOL Yep, whats wrong with those front speakers, are they totally shot or is the foam surround
on them just cracked and falling apart? I had that problem in my 03' and i refoamed the
speakers and they sound like new again. Otherwise that other thread you linked to works as
well. I suggest you measure the resistance of the stock speaker coils though to get
replacements of the same resistance otherwise you will get a mismatch and affect output of the
amps. But its pretty easy. If you do a search on refoaming on YouTube you will see lots of neat
videos with people showing how to refoam a speaker. The Infinity ones are really easy, you cut
off the old foam, scrape the metal surround clean, glue the foam surround to the cone and give
it an hour to dry, then glue it to the metal surround. Take the mesh screen and clean the bottom
of the plastic, some of the foam will come off with it when you remove it, and then apply a bit of
glue to it and press it in place. Set the speaker upside down and put some weight on it and give
it an hour or two for it to dry. Reinstall and give it a day to make sure its all cured and then blast
away!! Mine have been holding up perfectly, and i don't play my music quiet. Dec 1, at AM 6. I
haven't been able to find the refoam kit anywhere and I think the pictures expired on your how
to on it. I think I can do an aftermarket speaker as long as it is a 6. I found a infinity component
kit that comes with them. Dec 1, at AM 7. This is the guy i bought my refoam kits from. Just tell
him you need the 6. The pictures on my How-To dissapeared from the server and i can't find
them, i'm aware of the problem but unable to resolve it yet. Dec 1, at AM 8. I have bought a few
out of junkyards and refoamed them now. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler
Parts. Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle
by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your
Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue
Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions
apply. Home Jeep Liberty OEM Jeep parts are manufactured by Jeep to maximize the
performance of Jeep Liberty vehicles and provide the certainty that the repair will be done right
the first time. Parts that fit. Parts that perform. Select a Jeep Liberty Driveline. We are your
source for Factory Jeep Parts. Genuine Jeep parts are the smart choice for repair, maintenance,
or upgrade of your Jeep Liberty. When you choose OEM parts for your vehicle, you're choosing
to maintain the quality and reliability of your vehicle, ensuring peak performance mile after mile.
Our extensive inventory of parts is maintained by the experienced professionals who know your
vehicle best, so y
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honda ctx 1300 wikipedia
ou can trust that you're getting the right parts every time with Factory Chrysler Parts. As a
leading Jeep parts provider online, we set ourselves apart from the crowd with our excellent
customer service, which you can reach by phone or email. Get the right parts for the right price,
right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast shipping. If you
have any questions about parts, fitment or shipping, just ask. Our experienced staff of parts
specialists is standing by to help. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make yourself
comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the interior cabin.
Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Great layout. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My
Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please
verify any information in question with a sales representative.

